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Motivation

Applications

Background

Partitioning graphs is an important preprocessing task in parallel scientific computing
and graph analysis applications to balance work
per-rank and minimize global communication.
In many application, it is desirable for convergence and solution stability that each part within
a partition remain fully connected. This work
focuses on developing partitioning methods that
ensure such connectivity.

General applications we consider:

Graph partitioning typically is the process of
creating vertex-disjoint sets on a graph that minimize edge cut and constrain weight per-part.
This project focuses on adding an additional constraint: connectivity. It is common for partitioning algorithms to not guarantee connected
partitions, but it can be a highly desired feature. The work done in this project is built on
an existing algorithm: Partitioning using Label Propagation (PuLP) [1].

• Scientific computing on fine meshes,
which desires connectivity and multiweight vertices
• Problem solving in biology, power grids,
image processing, and many more [3]
• Redistricting, which requires connectivity, and can reduce gerrymandering issues
in U.S. politics [2]

Methods Explored for Maintaining Connectivity
We are building upon an existing PuLP [1]
algorithm, adding features and functionality to aid connectivity. The original algorithm has 2 inner iterations:

Restrict Vertex Movement

Merge Small Components

Additional Metrics
Add a new metric to the gain equation by 2 methods:
(1)
gain(P ) = (nP + aP ) · wP
aP
(2)
gain(P ) = nP · wP /a

• Balance focuses on balancing the vertices between parts.
Each vertex considers the gain
to being in part P :
gain(P ) = nP · wP
nP is the number of neighbors in P .
wP is how underweight P is.

Ideally, each part has one component. Every some number of itera• Refine works on minimizing tions, merge all components that are
the edge cut relative to each not the largest in their part into a
neighboring component.
vertex.

Calculate BFS trees on each component, and only allow the leaves
to move. Or, every so many vertex
movements, calculate bi-connectivity,
and prevent articulation points
from moving.

X children(u)
aP =
d(u)
u∈N (v)
u∈P

Where N (v) is the neighborhood of v,
children(u) is the number of children u has
in the component’s BFS tree, and d(u) is
the degree of u.

Results
Restrict Vertex Movement

Merge Small Components
Social Network Metrics During Merge Iterations
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Add Merging as a Final Step:

Leaves Only Method: We consider a BFS on
each part from a central vertex. We then only
allow vertices with C or less children to change
parts.
Merging Method: Here, we iteratively partition → merge disconnected components → partition. This merging procedure works well for
regular graphs and meshes, while sacrificing some
part balance and edge cut. But for more complex
graphs, like a social network, part imbalance can
be considerable.
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Articulation Point Method: Running on a
road network, part biconnectivity is recalculated
every R vertex updates. We restrict the movement of articulation/cut vertices for each part.
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Using an Additional Metric: These numbers
are from a web-crawl graph when adding the Average Number of Children metric, aP when using
the above gain equations of (1) and (2). Method
(2) produces many components that are relatively
small, allowing those components to be easily
merged.

Application: Political Redistricting
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